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Starting with Z- 8s 

ZABAIONE AABEINOZ dessert resembling custard [n -S] 

ZABAJONE AABEJNOZ zabaione (dessert resembling custard) [n -S] 

ZACATONS AACNOSTZ ZACATON, Mexican grass [n] 

ZADDIKIM ADDIIKMZ ZADDICK, zaddik (virtuous person by Jewish religious standards) [n] / ZADDIK [n] 

ZAIBATSU AABISTUZ powerful family combine in Japan [n ZAIBATSU] 

ZAMARRAS AAAMRRSZ ZAMARRA, sheepskin coat [n] 

ZAMARROS AAMORRSZ ZAMARRO, zamarra (sheepskin coat) [n] 

ZAMINDAR AADIMNRZ tax collector in precolonial India [n -S] 

ZANINESS AEINNSSZ quality or state of being zany [n -ES] 

ZAPATEOS AAEOPSTZ ZAPATEO, Spanish dance [n] 

ZAPPIEST AEIPPSTZ ZAPPY, zippy (full of energy) [adj] 

ZAPTIAHS AAHIPSTZ ZAPTIAH, Turkish policeman [n] 

ZAPTIEHS AEHIPSTZ ZAPTIEH, zaptiah (Turkish policeman) [n] 

ZARATITE AAEIRTTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

ZAREEBAS AABEERSZ ZAREEBA, zareba (improvised stockade) [n] 

ZARZUELA AAELRUZZ Spanish operetta [n -S] 

ZASTRUGA AAGRSTUZ sastruga (ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions) [n -GI] 

ZASTRUGI AGIRSTUZ ZASTRUGA, sastruga (ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions) [n] 

ZEALOTRY AELORTYZ excessive zeal [n -RIES] 

ZEBRANOS ABENORSZ ZEBRANO, tree having striped wood [n] 

ZEBRINES BEEINRSZ ZEBRINE, offspring of male horse and female zebra [n] 

ZECCHINI CCEHIINZ ZECCHINO, former gold coin of Italy [n] 

ZECCHINO CCEHINOZ former gold coin of Italy [n -NI, -S] 

ZECCHINS CCEHINSZ ZECCHIN, zecchino (former gold coin of Italy) [n] 

ZELKOVAS AEKLOSVZ ZELKOVA, Japanese tree [n] 

ZEMINDAR ADEIMNRZ zamindar (tax collector in precolonial India) [n -S] 

ZEMSTVOS EMOSSTVZ ZEMSTVO, elective council in czarist Russia [n] 

ZENAIDAS AADEINSZ ZENAIDA, wild dove [n] 

ZENITHAL AEHILNTZ ZENITH, highest point [adj] 

ZEOLITES EEILOSTZ ZEOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ZEOLITIC CEIILOTZ ZEOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

ZEPPELIN EEILNPPZ long, rigid airship [n -S] 

ZEPPOLES EELOPPSZ ZEPPOLE, deep-fried pastry [n] 

ZESTIEST EEISSTTZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adj] 

ZESTLESS EELSSSTZ lacking zest [adj] 

ZIBELINE BEEIILNZ soft fabric [n -S] 

ZIGGURAT AGGIRTUZ ancient Babylonian temple tower [n -S] 

ZIGZAGGY AGGGIYZZ marked by sharp turns [adj] 

ZIKKURAT AIKKRTUZ ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) [n -S] 

ZIKURATS AIKRSTUZ ZIKURAT, ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) [n] 

ZILLIONS IILLNOSZ ZILLION, indeterminately large number [n] 

ZINCATES ACEINSTZ ZINCATE, chemical salt [n] 

ZINCITES CEIINSTZ ZINCITE, ore of zinc [n] 

ZINCKING CGIIKNNZ ZINC, to coat with zinc (metallic element) [v] 

ZINGIEST EGIINSTZ ZINGY, enjoyably exciting [adj] 

ZIPPERED DEEIPPRZ ZIPPER, to fasten with zipper (fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth) [v] 
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ZIPPIEST EIIPPSTZ ZIPPY, full of energy [adj] 

ZIRCALOY ACILORYZ zirconium alloy [n -S] 

ZIRCONIA ACIINORZ chemical compound [n -S] 

ZIRCONIC CCIINORZ pertaining to metallic element zirconium [adj] 

ZITHERNS EHINRSTZ ZITHERN, zither (stringed instrument) [n] 

ZIZZLING GIILNZZZ ZIZZLE, to sizzle (to burn or fry with hissing sound) [v] 

ZODIACAL AACDILOZ ZODIAC, imaginary belt encircling celestial sphere [adj] 

ZOETROPE EEOOPRTZ optical toy in which series of pictures rotates to give illusion of motion [n -S] 

ZOISITES EIIOSSTZ ZOISITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ZOMBIISM BIIMMOSZ system of beliefs connected with West African snake god [n -S] 

ZONATION AINNOOTZ arrangement in zones [n -S] 

ZONELESS EELNOSSZ having no zone or belt [adj] 

ZONETIME EEIMNOTZ standard time used at sea [n -S] 

ZOOCHORE CEHOOORZ plant dispersed by animals [n -S] 

ZOOECIUM CEIMOOUZ sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n -IA] 

ZOOGENIC CEGINOOZ caused by animals or their activities [adj] 

ZOOGLEAE AEEGLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLEAL AEGLLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [adj] 

ZOOGLEAS AEGLOOSZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLOEA AEGLOOOZ zooglea (jellylike mass of bacteria) [n -E, -S] 

ZOOLATER AELOORTZ one that worships animals [n -S] 

ZOOLATRY ALOORTYZ worship of animals [n -RIES] 

ZOOLOGIC CGILOOOZ ZOOLOGY, science that deals with animals [adj] 

ZOOMABLE ABELMOOZ capable of being viewed at various levels of detail and magnification [adj] 

ZOOMANIA AAIMNOOZ excessive interest in animals [n -S] 

ZOOMETRY EMOORTYZ measurement of animals or animal parts [n -RIES] 

ZOOMORPH HMOOOPRZ something in form of animal [n -S] 

ZOONOSES ENOOOSSZ ZOONOSIS, disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n] 

ZOONOSIS INOOOSSZ disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n -SES] 

ZOONOTIC CINOOOTZ ZOONOSIS, disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [adj] 

ZOOPHILE EHILOOPZ lover of animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHILY HILOOPYZ love of animals [n -LIES] 

ZOOPHOBE BEHOOOPZ one who fears or hates animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHYTE EHOOPTYZ invertebrate animal [n -S] 

ZOOSPERM EMOOPRSZ male fertilizing element of animal [n -S] 

ZOOSPORE EOOOPRSZ type of spore [n -S] 

ZOOTIEST EIOOSTTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 

ZOOTOMIC CIMOOOTZ ZOOTOMY, dissection of animals [adj] 

ZORILLAS AILLORSZ ZORILLA, zoril (small African mammal) [n] 

ZORILLES EILLORSZ ZORILLE, zoril (small African mammal) [n] 

ZORILLOS ILLOORSZ ZORILLO, zoril (small African mammal) [n] 

ZUCCHINI CCHIINUZ vegetable [n -S] 

ZUGZWANG AGGNUWZZ situation in chess that forces disadvantageous move [n -S] 

ZWIEBACK ABCEIKWZ sweetened bread [n -S] 

ZYGOMATA AAGMOTYZ ZYGOMA, cheekbone [n] 

ZYGOSITY GIOSTYYZ makeup of particular zygote [n -TIES] 

ZYGOTENE EEGNOTYZ stage in meiosis [n -S] 
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ZYMOGENE EEGMNOYZ zymogen (substance that develops into enzyme when suitably activated) [n -S] 

ZYMOGENS EGMNOSYZ ZYMOGEN, substance that develops into enzyme when suitably activated [n] 

ZYMOGRAM AGMMORYZ record of separated proteins after electrophoresis [n -S] 

ZYMOLOGY GLMOOYYZ science of fermentation [n -GIES] 

ZYMOSANS AMNOSSYZ ZYMOSAN, insoluble fraction of yeast cell walls [n] 

ZYZZYVAS ASVYYZZZ ZYZZYVA, tropical weevil [n] 

 

Containing -Z- 8s 

ACTIVIZE ACEIITVZ to activate (to set in motion) [v --D, -ZING, -S] 

AGATIZED AADEGITZ AGATIZE, to cause to resemble agate [v] 

AGATIZES AAEGISTZ AGATIZE, to cause to resemble agate [v] 

AGENIZED ADEEGINZ AGENIZE, to treat with agene [v] 

AGENIZES AEEGINSZ AGENIZE, to treat with agene [v] 

AGNIZING AGGIINNZ AGNIZE, to acknowledge [v] 

AGONIZED ADEGINOZ AGONIZE, to suffer extreme pain [v] 

AGONIZES AEGINOSZ AGONIZE, to suffer extreme pain [v] 

ALBIZIAS AABIILSZ ALBIZIA, tropical tree [n] 

ALBIZZIA AABIILZZ albizia (tropical tree) [n -S] 

ALCAZARS AAACLRSZ ALCAZAR, Spanish fortress or palace [n] 

ALGUAZIL AAGILLUZ alguacil (constable in Spanish-speaking country) [n -S] 

ALIZARIN AAIILNRZ red dye [n -S] 

ALKALIZE AAEIKLLZ to convert into alkali [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AMAZEDLY AADELMYZ AMAZE, to overwhelm with surprise or wonder [adv] 

AMORTIZE AEIMORTZ to liquidate gradually, as debt [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ANALYZED AADELNYZ ANALYZE, to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts) [v] 

ANALYZER AAELNRYZ one that analyzes (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [n -S] 

ANALYZES AAELNSYZ ANALYZE, to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts) [v] 

ANODIZED ADDEINOZ ANODIZE, to coat with protective film by chemical means [v] 

ANODIZER ADEINORZ one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [n -S] 

ANODIZES ADEINOSZ ANODIZE, to coat with protective film by chemical means [v] 

ANSATZES AAENSSTZ ANSATZ, possible solution [n]  

APHORIZE AEHIOPRZ to write or speak in aphorisms [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

APPRIZED ADEIPPRZ APPRIZE, to appraise (to set value on) [v] 

APPRIZER AEIPPRRZ one that apprizes (to appraise (to set value on)) [n -S] 

APPRIZES AEIPPRSZ APPRIZE, to appraise (to set value on) [v] 

ARABIZED AABDEIRZ ARABIZE, to cause to acquire Arabic customs [v] 

ARABIZES AABEIRSZ ARABIZE, to cause to acquire Arabic customs [v] 

ARBORIZE ABEIORRZ to form many branches [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ARCHAIZE AACEHIRZ to use archaisms [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ARRHIZAL AAHILRRZ rootless (having no roots) [adj] 

ATOMIZED ADEIMOTZ ATOMIZE, to reduce to fine spray [v] 

ATOMIZER AEIMORTZ device for atomizing liquids [n -S] 

ATOMIZES AEIMOSTZ ATOMIZE, to reduce to fine spray [v] 

ATRAZINE AAEINRTZ herbicide [n -S] 

ATTICIZE ACEIITTZ to use atticisms [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AUTOLYZE AELOTUYZ to break down tissue by action of self-contained enzymes [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AVIANIZE AAEIINVZ to make less severe by repeated culture in chick embryo, as virus [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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AZIMUTHS AHIMSTUZ AZIMUTH, angle of horizontal deviation [n] 

AZOTEMIA AAEIMOTZ excess of nitrogenous substances in blood [n -S] 

AZOTEMIC ACEIMOTZ AZOTEMIA, excess of nitrogenous substances in blood [adj] 

AZOTISED ADEIOSTZ AZOTISE, to azotize (to treat with nitrogen) [v] 

AZOTISES AEIOSSTZ AZOTISE, to azotize (to treat with nitrogen) [v] 

AZOTIZED ADEIOTZZ AZOTIZE, to treat with nitrogen [v] 

AZOTIZES AEIOSTZZ AZOTIZE, to treat with nitrogen [v] 

AZOTURIA AAIORTUZ excess of nitrogenous substances in urine [n -S] 

AZULEJOS AEJLOSUZ AZULEJO, type of ceramic tile [n] 

AZURITES AEIRSTUZ AZURITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AZYGOSES AEGOSSYZ AZYGOS, azygous anatomical part [n] 

BANALIZE AABEILNZ to make banal [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BAPTIZED ABDEIPTZ BAPTIZE, to administer baptism to [v] 

BAPTIZER ABEIPRTZ baptist (one who baptizes) [n -S] 

BAPTIZES ABEIPSTZ BAPTIZE, to administer baptism to [v] 

BARTIZAN AABINRTZ small turret [n -S] 

BAZOOKAS AABKOOSZ BAZOOKA, small rocket launcher [n] 

BEDAZZLE ABDEELZZ to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEDIZENS BDEEINSZ BEDIZEN, to dress gaudily [v] 

BEGAZING ABEGGINZ BEGAZE, to gaze at [v] 

BEJEEZUS BEEEJSUZ bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BEMUZZLE BEELMUZZ to muzzle (to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating) [v D, -LING, -S] 

BENZENES BEEENNSZ BENZENE, volatile liquid [n] 

BENZIDIN BDEIINNZ hydrocarbon [n -S] 

BENZINES BEEINNSZ BENZINE, volatile liquid [n] 

BENZOATE ABEENOTZ chemical salt [n -S] 

BENZOINS BEINNOSZ BENZOIN, gum resin [n] 

BENZOLES BEELNOSZ BENZOLE, benzol (benzene (volatile liquid)) [n] 

BENZOYLS BELNOSYZ BENZOYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

BENZYLIC BCEILNYZ BENZYL, univalent chemical radical [adj] 

BEZAZZES ABEESZZZ BEZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

BEZIQUES BEEIQSUZ BEZIQUE, card game [n] 

BEZZANTS ABENSTZZ BEZZANT, bezant (coin of ancient Rome) [n] 

BIZARRES ABEIRRSZ BIZARRE, strangely striped flower [n] 

BIZARROS ABIORRSZ BIZARRO, one that is strikingly unusual [n] 

BIZNAGAS AABGINSZ BIZNAGA, bisnaga (type of cactus (plant native to arid regions)) [n] 

BLAZERED ABDEELRZ BLAZER, lightweight jacket [adj] 

BLAZONED ABDELNOZ BLAZON, to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v] 

BLAZONER ABELNORZ one that blazons (to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially)) [n -S] 

BLAZONRY ABLNORYZ great display [n -RIES] 

BLINTZES BEILNSTZ BLINTZ, blintze (thin pancake) [n] / BLINTZE [n] 

BLITZERS BEILRSTZ BLITZER, one that blitzes (to subject to sudden attack) [n] 

BLITZING BGIILNTZ BLITZ, to subject to sudden attack [v] 

BLIZZARD ABDILRZZ to snow heavily with strong winds [v -ED, -ZING, -S] 

BLOWZIER BEILORWZ BLOWZY, blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adj] 

BLOWZILY BILLOWYZ BLOWZY, blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adv] 

BONANZAS AABNNOSZ BONANZA, rich mine [n] 
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BOOZIEST BEIOOSTZ BOOZY, drunken (drunk (intoxicated)) [adj] 

BOOZINGS BGINOOSZ BOOZING, act of drinking liquor excessively [n] 

BORAZONS ABNOORSZ BORAZON, hard form of boron nitride [n] 

BOTANIZE ABEINOTZ to study plants [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BOUZOUKI BIKOOUUZ stringed musical instrument [n -A, -S] 

BRAZENED ABDEENRZ BRAZEN, to face boldly [v] 

BRAZENLY ABELNRYZ boldly (daring) [adv] 

BRAZIERS ABEIRRSZ BRAZIER, one who works in brass [n] 

BRAZILIN ABIILNRZ chemical compound [n -S] 

BREEZIER BEEEIRRZ BREEZY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BREEZILY BEEILRYZ BREEZY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adv] 

BREEZING BEEGINRZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BRITZKAS ABIKRSTZ BRITZKA, britska (open carriage) [n] 

BRITZSKA ABIKRSTZ britska (open carriage) [n -S] 

BROMIZED BDEIMORZ BROMIZE, to treat with bromine or bromide [v] 

BROMIZES BEIMORSZ BROMIZE, to treat with bromine or bromide [v] 

BRONZERS BENORRSZ BRONZER, one that bronzes (to make brown or tan) [n] 

BRONZIER BEINORRZ BRONZY, of brownish color [adj] 

BRONZING BGINNORZ brownish coloring [n -S] / BRONZE, to make brown or tan [v] 

BRULZIES BEILRSUZ BRULZIE, brulyie (noisy quarrel) [n] 

BRUNIZEM BEIMNRUZ prairie soil [n -S] 

BRYOZOAN ABNOORYZ type of small aquatic animal [n -S] 

BULLDOZE BDELLOUZ to bully (to treat abusively) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BUZZARDS ABDRSUZZ BUZZARD, large bird of prey [n] 

BUZZBAIT ABBITUZZ vibrating fishing lure [n -S] 

BUZZCUTS BCSTUUZZ BUZZCUT, very short haircut [n] 

BUZZIEST BEISTUZZ BUZZY, having vibrating sound [adj] 

BUZZINGS BGINSUZZ BUZZING, buzzing noise [n] 

BUZZKILL BIKLLUZZ one that has depressing or negative effect [n -S] 

BUZZWIGS BGISUWZZ BUZZWIG, large, thick wig [n] 

BUZZWORD BDORUWZZ word used to impress someone [n -S] 

CABEZONE ABCEENOZ cabezon (large, edible fish) [n -S] 

CABEZONS ABCENOSZ CABEZON, large, edible fish [n] 

CADENZAS AACDENSZ CADENZA, elaborate musical passage [n] 

CALABAZA AAAABCLZ large winter squash [n -S] 

CALORIZE ACEILORZ to coat steel with aluminum [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CALZONES ACELNOSZ CALZONE, turnover with savory filling [n] 

CANALIZE AACEILNZ to canal (to dig artificial waterway through) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CANONIZE ACEINNOZ to declare to be saint [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CANZONAS AACNNOSZ CANZONA, canzone (form of lyric poetry) [n] 

CANZONES ACENNOSZ CANZONE, form of lyric poetry [n] 

CANZONET ACENNOTZ short song [n -S] 

CAPONIZE ACEINOPZ to geld rooster [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CAPSIZED ACDEIPSZ CAPSIZE, to overturn (to turn over) [v] 

CAPSIZES ACEIPSSZ CAPSIZE, to overturn (to turn over) [v] 

CATALYZE AACELTYZ to act as catalyst [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CAZIQUES ACEIQSUZ CAZIQUE, cacique (tropical oriole) [n] 
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CENOZOIC CCEINOOZ of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

CERVEZAS ACEERSVZ CERVEZA, beer (alcoholic beverage) [n] 

CHALAZAE AAACEHLZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [n] 

CHALAZAL AAACHLLZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [adj] 

CHALAZAS AAACHLSZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [n] 

CHALAZIA AAACHILZ tumors of eyelid [n CHALAZIA] 

CHAZANIM AACHIMNZ CHAZAN, cantor (religious singer) [n] 

CHAZZANS AACHNSZZ CHAZZAN, chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

CHAZZENS ACEHNSZZ CHAZZEN, chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

CHINTZES CEHINSTZ CHINTZ, cotton fabric [n] 

CHORIZOS CHIOORSZ CHORIZO, highly seasoned sausage [n] 

CHROMIZE CEHIMORZ to chrome (to plate with chromium) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CHUTZPAH ACHHPTUZ supreme self-confidence [n -S] 

CHUTZPAS ACHPSTUZ CHUTZPA, chutzpah (supreme self-confidence) [n] 

CITIZENS CEIINSTZ CITIZEN, resident of city or town [n] 

CIVILIZE CEIIILVZ to bring out of savagery [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COENZYME CEEMNOYZ substance necessary for functioning of certain enzymes [n -S] 

COGNIZED CDEGINOZ COGNIZE, to become aware of in one's mind [v] 

COGNIZER CEGINORZ one that cognizes (to become aware of in one's mind) [n -S] 

COGNIZES CEGINOSZ COGNIZE, to become aware of in one's mind [v] 

COLONIZE CEILNOOZ to establish colony [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COLORIZE CEILOORZ to give color to black-and-white film [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COMPRIZE CEIMOPRZ to comprise (to include or contain) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COZENAGE ACEEGNOZ practice of cozening [n -S] 

COZENERS CEENORSZ COZENER, one that cozens (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [n] 

COZENING CEGINNOZ COZEN, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

COZINESS CEINOSSZ state of being cozy (snug and comfortable) [n -ES] 

CRAZIEST ACEIRSTZ CRAZY, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

CRAZINGS ACGINRSZ CRAZING, fine surface crack on pottery [n] 

CREDENZA ACDEENRZ piece of furniture [n -S] 

CREOLIZE CEEILORZ to cause language to become creole [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CROZIERS CEIORRSZ CROZIER, crosier (bishop's staff) [n] 

CRUZADOS ACDORSUZ CRUZADO, crusado (old Portuguese coin) [n] 

CRUZEIRO CEIORRUZ former monetary unit of Brazil [n -S] 

CURARIZE ACEIRRUZ to poison with curare [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CUTINIZE CEIINTUZ to become coated with cutin [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CYCLIZED CCDEILYZ CYCLIZE, to form one or more rings in chemical compound [v] 

CYCLIZES CCEILSYZ CYCLIZE, to form one or more rings in chemical compound [v] 

CZARDOMS ACDMORSZ CZARDOM, domain of czar [n] 

CZAREVNA AACENRVZ daughter of czar [n -S] 

CZARINAS AACINRSZ CZARINA, wife of czar [n] 

CZARISMS ACIMRSSZ CZARISM, autocratic government [n] 

CZARISTS ACIRSSTZ CZARIST, supporter of czarism [n] 

CZARITZA AACIRTZZ czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 

DAIDZEIN ADDEIINZ chemical found chiefly in soybeans [n -S] 

DAMOZELS ADELMOSZ DAMOZEL, damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n] 

DANAZOLS AADLNOSZ DANAZOL, synthetic androgen [n] 
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DAZZLERS ADELRSZZ DAZZLER, one that dazzles (to blind by bright light) [n] 

DAZZLING ADGILNZZ DAZZLE, to blind by bright light [v] 

DEFUZING DEFGINUZ DEFUZE, to defuse (to remove fuse from) [v] 

DEGLAZED ADDEEGLZ DEGLAZE, to remove glaze from [v] 

DEGLAZES ADEEGLSZ DEGLAZE, to remove glaze from [v] 

DEIONIZE DEEIINOZ to remove ions from [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DEMONIZE DEEIMNOZ to make demon of [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DENAZIFY ADEFINYZ to rid of Nazism [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DENIZENS DEEINNSZ DENIZEN, to make citizen of [v] 

DEPUTIZE DEEIPTUZ to appoint as deputy [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DEUTZIAS ADEISTUZ DEUTZIA, ornamental shrub [n] 

DEZINCED CDDEEINZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v] 

DIALYZED ADDEILYZ DIALYZE, to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane) [v] 

DIALYZER ADEILRYZ apparatus used for dialysis [n -S] 

DIALYZES ADEILSYZ DIALYZE, to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane) [v] 

DIAZEPAM AADEIMPZ tranquilizer [n -S] 

DIAZINES ADEIINSZ DIAZINE, chemical compound [n] 

DIAZINON ADIINNOZ insecticide [n -S] 

DIAZOLES ADEILOSZ DIAZOLE, chemical compound [n] 

DIGITIZE DEGIIITZ to put data into digital notation [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DIMERIZE DEEIIMRZ to form dimer [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DISPRIZE DEIIPRSZ to disdain (to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DISSEIZE DEEIISSZ to disseise (to deprive (to take something away from)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DITZIEST DEIISTTZ DITZY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

DIVINIZE DEIIINVZ to make divine [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DIZENING DEGIINNZ DIZEN, to dress in fine clothes [v] 

DIZYGOUS DGIOSUYZ developed from two fertilized ova [adj] 

DIZZIEST DEIISTZZ DIZZY, having sensation of whirling [adj] 

DIZZYING DGIINYZZ DIZZY, to make dizzy [v] 

DOUZEPER DEEOPRUZ one of twelve legendary knights [n -S] 

DOWNSIZE DEINOSWZ to produce in smaller size [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DOWNZONE DENNOOWZ to reduce or limit number of buildings permitted [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DOZENING DEGINNOZ DOZEN, to stun (to render senseless or incapable of action) [v] 

DOZENTHS DEHNOSTZ DOZENTH, twelfth (number twelve in series) [n] 

DOZINESS DEINOSSZ state of being dozy (drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep))) [n -ES] 

DRIZZLED DDEILRZZ DRIZZLE, to rain lightly [v] 

DRIZZLES DEILRSZZ DRIZZLE, to rain lightly [v] 

DUALIZED ADDEILUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v] 

DUALIZES ADEILSUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v] 

DUMBSIZE BDEIMSUZ to reduce workforce so low that work cannot be done effectively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EBONIZED BDEEINOZ EBONIZE, to stain black in imitation of ebony [v] 

EBONIZES BEEINOSZ EBONIZE, to stain black in imitation of ebony [v] 

ECOZONES CEENOOSZ ECOZONE, regional ecosystem [n] 

ECTOZOAN ACENOOTZ ectozoon (parasite on body of animal) [n -S] 

ECTOZOON CENOOOTZ parasite on body of animal [n -ZOA] 

EGOTIZED DEEGIOTZ EGOTIZE, to talk and think about oneself excessively [v] 

EGOTIZES EEGIOSTZ EGOTIZE, to talk and think about oneself excessively [v] 
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ELEGIZED DEEEGILZ ELEGIZE, to write elegy [v] 

ELEGIZES EEEGILSZ ELEGIZE, to write elegy [v] 

EMBEZZLE BEEELMZZ to appropriate fraudulently to one's own use [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EMBLAZED ABDEELMZ EMBLAZE, to set on fire [v] 

EMBLAZER ABEELMRZ one that emblazes (to set on fire) [n -S] 

EMBLAZES ABEELMSZ EMBLAZE, to set on fire [v] 

EMBLAZON ABELMNOZ to decorate with brilliant colors [v -D, -NING, -S] 

EMPRIZES EEIMPRSZ EMPRIZE, emprise (adventurous undertaking) [n] 

ENDOZOIC CDEINOOZ involving passage through animal [adj] 

ENERGIZE EEEGINRZ to give energy to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ENTOZOAL AELNOOTZ entozoic (living within animal) [adj] 

ENTOZOAN AENNOOTZ entozoic parasite [n -S] 

ENTOZOIC CEINOOTZ living within animal [adj] 

ENTOZOON ENNOOOTZ entozoan (entozoic parasite) [n -ZOA] 

ENZOOTIC CEINOOTZ type of animal disease [n -S] 

EPAZOTES AEEOPSTZ EPAZOTE, herb of goosefoot family [n] 

EPIZOISM EIIMOPSZ state of being epizoic (living on body of animal) [n -S] 

EPIZOITE EEIIOPTZ epizoic organism [n -S] 

EPIZOOTY EIOOPTYZ type of animal disease [n -TIES] 

EQUALIZE AEEILQUZ to make equal [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EROTIZED DEEIORTZ EROTIZE, to give sexual meaning to [v] 

EROTIZES EEIORSTZ EROTIZE, to give sexual meaning to [v] 

ERSATZES AEERSSTZ ERSATZ, substitute [n] 

ETERNIZE EEEINRTZ to make everlasting [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ETHERIZE EEEHIRTZ to treat with ether [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ETHICIZE CEEHIITZ to make ethical [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EULOGIZE EEGILOUZ to praise highly [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EUROZONE EENOORUZ area formed by countries using euro [n -S] 

EXAHERTZ AEEHRTXZ one quintillion hertz [n EXAHERTZ, -ES] 

EXORCIZE CEEIORXZ to exorcise (to free of evil spirit) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FANZINES AEFINNSZ FANZINE, magazine written by and for enthusiastic devotees [n] 

FARADIZE AADEFIRZ to treat by faradism [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FAZENDAS AADEFNSZ FAZENDA, Brazilian plantation [n] 

FEMINAZI AEFIIMNZ offensive word [n -S] 

FEMINIZE EEFIIMNZ to make womanly [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FIBERIZE BEEFIIRZ to break into fibers [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FINALIZE AEFIILNZ to put into finished form [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FIZZIEST EFIISTZZ FIZZY, fizzing [adj] 

FIZZLING FGIILNZZ FIZZLE, to fizz (to make hissing or sputtering sound) [v] 

FLOOZIES EFILOOSZ FLOOZIE, floozy (prostitute) [n] / FLOOZY [n] 

FLUIDIZE DEFIILUZ to cause to flow like fluid [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FOCALIZE ACEFILOZ to focus (to bring to focus) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FOOZLERS EFLOORSZ FOOZLER, one that foozles (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n] 

FOOZLING FGILNOOZ FOOZLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

FORZANDI ADFINORZ FORZANDO, sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n] 

FORZANDO ADFNOORZ sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n -DI, -S] 

FOZINESS EFINOSSZ state of being fozy (too ripe) [n -ES] 
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FRANCIZE ACEFINRZ to force to adopt French customs and language [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FRAZZLED ADEFLRZZ FRAZZLE, to fray (to wear off by rubbing) [v] 

FRAZZLES AEFLRSZZ FRAZZLE, to fray (to wear off by rubbing) [v] 

FREEZERS EEEFRRSZ FREEZER, apparatus for freezing food [n] 

FREEZING EEFGINRZ method by which foods are frozen to preserve them [n -S] / FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat [v] 

FRENZIED DEEFINRZ FRENZY, to make frantic [v] 

FRENZIES EEFINRSZ FRENZY, to make frantic [v] 

FRENZILY EFILNRYZ in frantic (wildly excited) manner [adv] 

FRIZETTE EEFIRTTZ frizzed fringe of hair [n -S] 

FRIZZERS EFIRRSZZ FRIZZER, one that frizzes (to form into small, tight curls) [n] 

FRIZZIER EFIIRRZZ FRIZZY, tightly curled [adj] 

FRIZZIES EFIIRSZZ frizzy hair [n FRIZZIES] 

FRIZZILY FIILRYZZ in frizzy (tightly curled) manner [adv] 

FRIZZING FGIINRZZ FRIZZ, to form into small, tight curls [v] 

FRIZZLED DEFILRZZ FRIZZLE, to frizz (to form into small, tight curls) [v] 

FRIZZLER EFILRRZZ one that frizzles (to frizz (to form into small, tight curls)) [n -S] 

FRIZZLES EFILRSZZ FRIZZLE, to frizz (to form into small, tight curls) [v] 

FROUZIER EFIORRUZ FROUZY, frowzy (unkempt (untidy (not tidy))) [adj] 

FROWZIER EFIORRWZ FROWZY, unkempt (untidy (not tidy (neat and orderly))) [adj] 

FROWZILY FILORWYZ FROWZY, unkempt (untidy (not tidy (neat and orderly))) [adv] 

FROZENLY EFLNORYZ FROZEN, very cold [adv] 

FURZIEST EFIRSTUZ FURZY, abounding in furze [adj] 

FUZELESS EEFLSSUZ fuseless (lacking fuse) [adj] 

FUZZBALL ABFLLUZZ ball of fuzz (fluffy mass of hair or fiber) [n -S] 

FUZZIEST EFISTUZZ FUZZY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj] 

FUZZTONE EFNOTUZZ blurred audio effect [n -S] 

GADZOOKS ADGKOOSZ used as mild oath [interj] 

GANZFELD ADEFGLNZ technique of controlled sensory input used in parapsychology [n -S] 

GARBANZO AABGNORZ chickpea (Asian herb) [n -S] 

GAUZIEST AEGISTUZ GAUZY, resembling gauze (transparent fabric) [adj] 

GAZABOES AABEGOSZ GAZABO, fellow [n] 

GAZANIAS AAAGINSZ GAZANIA, South African herb [n] 

GAZEBOES ABEEGOSZ GAZEBO, roofed structure open on sides [n] 

GAZELLES AEEGLLSZ GAZELLE, small antelope [n] 

GAZETTED ADEEGTTZ GAZETTE, to announce in official journal [v] 

GAZETTES AEEGSTTZ GAZETTE, to announce in official journal [v] 

GAZOGENE AEEGGNOZ apparatus for carbonating liquids [n -S] 

GAZPACHO AACGHOPZ cold, spicy soup [n -S] 

GAZUMPED ADEGMPUZ GAZUMP, to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon [v] 

GAZUMPER AEGMPRUZ one that gazumps (to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon) [n -S] 

GAZUNDER ADEGNRUZ to lower buyer's offer to seller of property [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GIZZARDS ADGIRSZZ GIZZARD, digestive organ [n] 

GLAZIERS AEGILRSZ GLAZIER, one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes) [n] 

GLAZIERY AEGILRYZ work of glazier [n -RIES] 

GLAZIEST AEGILSTZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adj] 

GLAZINGS AGGILNSZ GLAZING, glaziery (work of glazier) [n] 

GLITZIER EGIILRTZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 
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GLITZILY GIILLTYZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adv] 

GLITZING GGIILNTZ GLITZ, to make flashy in appearance [v] 

GRAECIZE ACEEGIRZ to grecize (to provide with Greek style) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

GRAZABLE AABEGLRZ GRAZE, to feed on growing grass [adj] 

GRAZIERS AEGIRRSZ GRAZIER, one that grazes cattle [n] 

GRAZINGS AGGINRSZ GRAZING, land used for feeding of animals [n] 

GRAZIOSO AGIOORSZ graceful in style [adj] 

GRECIZED CDEEGIRZ GRECIZE, to provide with Greek style [v] 

GRECIZES CEEGIRSZ GRECIZE, to provide with Greek style [v] 

GRIZZLED DEGILRZZ GRIZZLE, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

GRIZZLER EGILRRZZ one that grizzles (to complain (to express discontent)) [n -S] 

GRIZZLES EGILRSZZ GRIZZLE, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

GUZZLERS EGLRSUZZ GUZZLER, one that guzzles (to drink rapidly) [n] 

GUZZLING GGILNUZZ GUZZLE, to drink rapidly [v] 

HALAZONE AAEHLNOZ disinfectant for drinking water [n -S] 

HALUTZIM AHILMTUZ HALUTZ, Israeli farmer [n] 

HAZARDED AADDEHRZ HAZARD, to venture (to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss))) [v] 

HAZARDER AADEHRRZ one that hazards (to venture (to risk)) [n -S] 

HAZELHEN AEEHHLNZ European grouse [n -S] 

HAZELNUT AEHLNTUZ edible nut [n -S] 

HAZINESS AEHINSSZ state of being hazy (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [n -ES] 

HAZZANIM AAHIMNZZ HAZZAN, hazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

HEBRAIZE ABEEHIRZ to make Hebrew [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HEMOLYZE EEHLMOYZ to break down red blood cells [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HEPATIZE AEEHIPTZ to convert tissue into firm mass [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HEROIZED DEEHIORZ HEROIZE, to make heroic [v] 

HEROIZES EEHIORSZ HEROIZE, to make heroic [v] 

HIZZONER EHINORZZ used as title for mayor [n -S] 

HOACTZIN ACHINOTZ hoatzin (tropical bird) [n -ES, -S] 

HOATZINS AHINOSTZ HOATZIN, tropical bird [n] 

HOLOZOIC CHILOOOZ eating solid foods [adj] 

HOMINIZE EHIIMNOZ to alter environment to conform with evolving man [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HORIZONS HINOORSZ HORIZON, line where sky seems to meet earth [n] 

HOWITZER EHIORTWZ short cannon [n -S] 

HUMANIZE AEHIMNUZ to make human [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HUTZPAHS AHHPSTUZ HUTZPAH, chutzpah (supreme self-confidence) [n] 

HUZZAHED ADEHHUZZ HUZZAH, to huzza (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HUZZAING AGHINUZZ HUZZA, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

HYLOZOIC CHILOOYZ pertaining to doctrine that life and matter are inseparable [adj] 

IDEALIZE ADEEIILZ to regard as perfect [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IDOLIZED DDEIILOZ IDOLIZE, to worship (to honor and love as divine being) [v] 

IDOLIZER DEIILORZ one that idolizes (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [n -S] 

IDOLIZES DEIILOSZ IDOLIZE, to worship (to honor and love as divine being) [v] 

IMBLAZED ABDEILMZ IMBLAZE, to emblaze (to set on fire) [v] 

IMBLAZES ABEILMSZ IMBLAZE, to emblaze (to set on fire) [v] 

IMMUNIZE EIIMMNUZ to protect from disease [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IODIZERS DEIIORSZ IODIZER, one that iodizes (to treat with iodine) [n] 
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IODIZING DGIIINOZ IODIZE, to treat with iodine [v] 

IONIZERS EIINORSZ IONIZER, one that ionizes (to convert into ions) [n] 

IONIZING GIIINNOZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IRONIZED DEIINORZ IRONIZE, to mix with nutritional iron [v] 

IRONIZES EIINORSZ IRONIZE, to mix with nutritional iron [v] 

ISOZYMES EIMOSSYZ ISOZYME, type of enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

ISOZYMIC CIIMOSYZ ISOZYME, type of enzyme (complex protein) [adj] 

ITEMIZED DEEIIMTZ ITEMIZE, to set down particulars of [v] 

ITEMIZER EEIIMRTZ one that itemizes (to set down particulars of) [n -S] 

ITEMIZES EEIIMSTZ ITEMIZE, to set down particulars of [v] 

JACUZZIS ACIJSUZZ JACUZZI, trademark [n] 

JANIZARY AAIJNRYZ Turkish soldier [n -RIES] 

JAPANIZE AAEIJNPZ to make Japanese [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

JAROVIZE AEIJORVZ to hasten flowering of plant [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

JAZZIEST AEIJSTZZ JAZZY, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

JAZZLIKE AEIJKLZZ resembling type of music [adj] 

JEZEBELS BEEEJLSZ JEZEBEL, scheming, wicked woman [n] 

KAMEEZES AEEEKMSZ KAMEEZ, long tunic worn by some people of India [n] 

KAMIKAZE AAEIKKMZ plane to be flown in suicide crash on target [n -S] 

KAZACHKI AACHIKKZ KAZACHOK, Russian folk dance [n] 

KAZACHOC AACCHKOZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -S] 

KAZACHOK AACHKKOZ Russian folk dance [n -HKI] 

KAZATSKI AAIKKSTZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -ES] 

KAZATSKY AAKKSTYZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -KIES] 

KHAZENIM AEHIKMNZ KHAZEN, hazzan (hazan (cantor (religious singer))) [n] 

KIBITZED BDEIIKTZ KIBITZ, to meddle (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern) [v] 

KIBITZER BEIIKRTZ one that kibitzes (to meddle (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern)) [n -S] 

KIBITZES BEIIKSTZ KIBITZ, to meddle (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern) [v] 

KLEZMERS EEKLMRSZ KLEZMER, Jewish folk musician [n] 

KLUTZIER EIKLRTUZ KLUTZY, clumsy (awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace)) [adj] 

KOLHOZES EHKLOOSZ KOLHOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KOLKHOZY HKKLOOYZ KOLKHOZ, collective farm in Russia [n] 

KOLKOZES EKKLOOSZ KOLKOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KREUTZER EEKRRTUZ former monetary unit of Austria [n -S] 

KREUZERS EEKRRSUZ KREUZER, kreutzer (former monetary unit of Austria) [n] 

KUNZITES EIKNSTUZ KUNZITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

KUVASZOK AKKOSUVZ KUVASZ, large dog having white coat [n] 

KYANIZED ADEIKNYZ KYANIZE, to treat wood with type of preservative [v] 

KYANIZES AEIKNSYZ KYANIZE, to treat wood with type of preservative [v] 

LAICIZED ACDEIILZ LAICIZE, to free from clerical control [v] 

LAICIZES ACEIILSZ LAICIZE, to free from clerical control [v] 

LATERIZE AEEILRTZ to convert to laterite [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LATINIZE AEIILNTZ to translate into Latin [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LAZARETS AAELRSTZ LAZARET, hospital treating contagious diseases [n] 

LAZINESS AEILNSSZ state of being lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [n -ES] 

LAZULITE AEILLTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

LAZURITE AEILRTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 
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LEGALIZE AEEGILLZ to make lawful [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LIONIZED DEIILNOZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

LIONIZER EIILNORZ one that lionizes (to treat or regard as celebrity) [n -S] 

LIONIZES EIILNOSZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

LOCALIZE ACEILLOZ to confine to particular area [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LOGICIZE CEGIILOZ to reason (to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LOZENGES EEGLNOSZ LOZENGE, small, often medicated candy [n] 

LYRICIZE CEIILRYZ to write lyrics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LYSOZYME ELMOSYYZ enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

MACHZORS ACHMORSZ MACHZOR, mahzor (Jewish prayer book) [n] 

MADERIZE ADEEIMRZ to turn brown used of white wine [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MADZOONS ADMNOOSZ MADZOON, matzoon (food made from milk) [n] 

MAGAZINE AAEGIMNZ type of periodical publication [n -S] 

MAHZORIM AHIMMORZ MAHZOR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

MARZIPAN AAIMNPRZ to cover in marzipan (confectionary paste) [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

MATZOONS AMNOOSTZ MATZOON, food made from milk [n] 

MAUZIEST AEIMSTUZ MAUZY, foggy, misty [adj] 

MAXIMIZE AEIIMMXZ to make as great as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MAZAEDIA AAADEIMZ spore-producing organs of certain lichens [n MAZAEDIA] 

MAZELIKE AEEIKLMZ mazy (full of confusing turns and passages) [adj] 

MAZELTOV AELMOTVZ used to express congratulations [interj] 

MAZINESS AEIMNSSZ quality of being mazy (full of confusing turns and passages) [n -ES] 

MAZOURKA AAKMORUZ mazurka (Polish dance) [n -S] 

MAZURKAS AAKMRSUZ MAZURKA, Polish dance [n] 

MAZZARDS AADMRSZZ MAZZARD, wild cherry [n] 

MECHITZA ACEHIMTZ partition separating men and women in synagogue [n -S, -ZOT] 

MELANIZE AEEILMNZ to make dark [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MELODIZE DEEILMOZ to compose melody [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MEMORIZE EEIMMORZ to commit to memory [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MENAZONS AEMNNOSZ MENAZON, insecticide [n] 

MESOZOAN AEMNOOSZ any of phylum of wormlike organisms [n -S] 

MESOZOIC CEIMOOSZ of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

MESTIZAS AEIMSSTZ MESTIZA, female mestizo [n] 

MESTIZOS EIMOSSTZ MESTIZO, person of mixed ancestry [n] 

METALIZE AEEILMTZ to treat with metal [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

METAZOAL AAELMOTZ METAZOAN, any of major division of multicellular animals [adj] 

METAZOAN AAEMNOTZ any of major division of multicellular animals [n -S] 

METAZOIC ACEIMOTZ METAZOAN, any of major division of multicellular animals [adj] 

METAZOON AEMNOOTZ metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals) [n -ZOA] 

METRAZOL AELMORTZ powder used as stimulant [n -S] 

MEZEREON EEEMNORZ flowering shrub [n -S] 

MEZEREUM EEEMMRUZ mezereon (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

MEZQUITE EEIMQTUZ mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MEZQUITS EIMQSTUZ MEZQUIT, mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n] 

MEZUZAHS AEHMSUZZ MEZUZAH, Judaic scroll [n] 

MEZUZOTH EHMOTUZZ MEZUZAH, Judaic scroll [n] 

MIDSIZED DDEIIMSZ midsize (of intermediate size) [adj] 
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MINIMIZE EIIIMMNZ to make as small as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MISPRIZE EIIMPRSZ to despise (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MITZVAHS AHIMSTVZ MITZVAH, commandment of Jewish law [n] 

MITZVOTH HIMOTTVZ MITZVAH, commandment of Jewish law [n] 

MIZZLIER EIILMRZZ MIZZLY, characterized by fine rain [adj] 

MIZZLING GIILMNZZ MIZZLE, to rain in fine droplets [v] 

MOBILIZE BEIILMOZ to put into movement [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MONAZITE AEIMNOTZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

MONETIZE EEIMNOTZ to coin into money [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MORALIZE AEILMORZ to explain in moral sense [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MOTORIZE EIMOORTZ to equip with motor vehicles [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MOZETTAS AEMOSTTZ MOZETTA, mozzetta (hooded cape worn by bishops) [n] 

MOZZETTA AEMOTTZZ hooded cape worn by bishops [n -S, -TTE] 

MOZZETTE EEMOTTZZ MOZZETTA, hooded cape worn by bishops [n] 

MUEZZINS EIMNSUZZ MUEZZIN, Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer [n] 

MUZZIEST EIMSTUZZ MUZZY, confused [adj] 

MUZZLERS ELMRSUZZ MUZZLER, one that muzzles (to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating) [n] 

MUZZLING GILMNUZZ MUZZLE, to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating [v] 

NASALIZE AAEILNSZ to produce sounds nasally [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NAZIFIED ADEFIINZ NAZIFY, to cause to be like nazi [v] 

NAZIFIES AEFIINSZ NAZIFY, to cause to be like nazi [v] 

NEBULIZE BEEILNUZ to reduce to fine spray [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NETIZENS EEINNSTZ NETIZEN, frequent user of Internet [n] 

NIZAMATE AAEIMNTZ territory of nizam [n -S] 

NOTARIZE AEINORTZ to certify through notary [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NOVELIZE EEILNOVZ to put into form of novel [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NUDZHING DGHINNUZ NUDZH, to noodge (to nag (to find fault incessantly)) [v] 

NUZZLERS ELNRSUZZ NUZZLER, one that nuzzles (to push with nose) [n] 

NUZZLING GILNNUZZ NUZZLE, to push with nose [v] 

OBELIZED BDEEILOZ OBELIZE, to mark with obelus [v] 

OBELIZES BEEILOSZ OBELIZE, to mark with obelus [v] 

ODORIZED DDEIOORZ ODORIZE, to make odorous [v] 

ODORIZER DEIOORRZ one that odorizes (to make odorous) [n -S] 

ODORIZES DEIOORSZ ODORIZE, to make odorous [v] 

OOZINESS EINOOSSZ state of being oozy (containing or resembling soft mud or slime) [n -ES] 

OPSONIZE EINOOPSZ to form opsonins in [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OPTIMIZE EIIMOPTZ to make as perfect, useful, or effective as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ORGANIZE AEGINORZ to form into orderly whole [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ORGANZAS AAGNORSZ ORGANZA, sheer fabric [n] 

OUTBLAZE ABELOTUZ to surpass in brilliance of light [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OUTGAZED ADEGOTUZ OUTGAZE, to surpass in gazing [v] 

OUTGAZES AEGOSTUZ OUTGAZE, to surpass in gazing [v] 

OUTSIZED DEIOSTUZ OUTSIZE, unusual size [adj] 

OUTSIZES EIOSSTUZ OUTSIZE, unusual size [n] 

OVERSIZE EEIORSVZ unusually large size [n -S] 

OVERZEAL AEELORVZ excess of zeal [n -S] 

OXAZEPAM AAEMOPXZ tranquilizing drug [n -S] 
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OXAZINES AEINOSXZ OXAZINE, chemical compound [n] 

OXAZOLES AELOOSXZ OXAZOLE, liquid chemical compound [n] 

OXIDIZED DDEIIOXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen [v] 

OXIDIZER DEIIORXZ oxidant (oxidizing agent) [n -S] 

OXIDIZES DEIIOSXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen [v] 

OZONATED ADENOOTZ OZONATE, to treat or combine with ozone [v] 

OZONATES AENOOSTZ OZONATE, to treat or combine with ozone [v] 

OZONIDES DEINOOSZ OZONIDE, compound of ozone [n] 

OZONISED DEINOOSZ OZONISE, to ozonize (to convert into ozone) [v] 

OZONISER EINOORSZ producer of ozone [n -S] 

OZONISES EINOOSSZ OZONISE, to ozonize (to convert into ozone) [v] 

OZONIZED DEINOOZZ OZONIZE, to convert into ozone [v] 

OZONIZER EINOORZZ device for converting oxygen into ozone [n -S] 

OZONIZES EINOOSZZ OZONIZE, to convert into ozone [v] 

PAGANIZE AAEGINPZ to make irreligious [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PALAZZOS AALOPSZZ wide-legged pants for women [n PALAZZOS] 

PARALYZE AAELPRYZ to render incapable of movement [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PARAZOAN AAANOPRZ any of major division of multicellular animals [n -S] 

PARTIZAN AAINPRTZ partisan (firm supporter of person, party, or cause) [n -S] 

PATINIZE AEIINPTZ to patinate (to give patina to) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PAZAZZES AAEPSZZZ PAZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PECTIZED CDEEIPTZ PECTIZE, to change into jelly [v] 

PECTIZES CEEIPSTZ PECTIZE, to change into jelly [v] 

PENALIZE AEEILNPZ to subject to penalty [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PEPTIZED DEEIPPTZ PEPTIZE, to increase colloidal dispersion of [v] 

PEPTIZER EEIPPRTZ one that peptizes (to increase colloidal dispersion of) [n -S] 

PEPTIZES EEIPPSTZ PEPTIZE, to increase colloidal dispersion of [v] 

PETUNTZE EENPTTUZ petuntse (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

PHENAZIN AEHINNPZ chemical compound [n -S] 

PINTSIZE EIINPSTZ small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

PIROZHKI HIIKOPRZ PIROZHOK, small Russian pastry [n] 

PIROZHOK HIKOOPRZ small Russian pastry [n -OJKI, -OSHKI, -HKI] 

PIZAZZES AEIPSZZZ PIZAZZ, quality of being exciting or attractive [n] 

PIZZAZES AEIPSZZZ PIZZAZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PIZZAZZY AIPYZZZZ pizazzy (having pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive)) [adj] 

PIZZELLE EEILLPZZ thin, crisp Italian cookie [n -S] 

PIZZERIA AEIIPRZZ place where pizzas are made and sold [n -S] 

PLOTZING GILNOPTZ PLOTZ, to be overwhelmed by emotion [v] 

PODZOLIC CDILOOPZ PODZOL, infertile soil [adj] 

POETIZED DEEIOPTZ POETIZE, to write poetry [v] 

POETIZER EEIOPRTZ one that poetizes (to write poetry) [n -S] 

POETIZES EEIOPSTZ POETIZE, to write poetry [v] 

POLARIZE AEILOPRZ to give polarity to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POLEMIZE EEILMOPZ to engage in polemics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POLYZOAN ALNOOPYZ bryozoan (type of small aquatic animal) [n -S] 

POLYZOIC CILOOPYZ composed of many zooids [adj] 

POZZOLAN ALNOOPZZ finely divided material used to make cement [n -S] 
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PREFROZE EEFOPRRZ PREFREEZE [n] 

PRETZELS EELPRSTZ PRETZEL, to contort (to twist out of shape) [v] 

PREZZIES EEIPRSZZ PREZZIE, gift [n] 

PROTOZOA AOOOPRTZ unicellular microscopic organisms [n PROTOZOA] 

PUZZLERS ELPRSUZZ PUZZLER, something that puzzles (to cause uncertainty and indecision in) [n] 

PUZZLING GILNPUZZ PUZZLE, to cause uncertainty and indecision in [v] 

PYRITIZE EIIPRTYZ to convert into pyrite [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYROLIZE EILOPRYZ to pyrolyze (to affect compounds by application of heat) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYROLYZE ELOPRYYZ to affect compounds by application of heat [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

QUANTIZE AEINQTUZ to limit possible values of to discrete set [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

QUARTZES AEQRSTUZ QUARTZ, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

QUATORZE AEOQRTUZ set of four cards of same denomination scoring fourteen points [n -S] 

QUEAZIER AEEIQRUZ QUEAZY, queasy (easily nauseated) [adj] 

QUETZALS AELQSTUZ QUETZAL, tropical bird [n] 

QUEZALES AEELQSUZ QUEZAL, quetzal (tropical bird) [n] 

QUINZHEE EEHINQUZ shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow [n -S] 

QUINZIES EIINQSUZ QUINZIE, quinzhee (shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow) [n] 

QUIZZERS EIQRSUZZ QUIZZER, one that quizzes (to test knowledge of by asking questions) [n] 

QUIZZING GIINQUZZ QUIZ, to test knowledge of by asking questions [v] 

RACEMIZE ACEEIMRZ to convert into racemic compound [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RAZEEING AEEGINRZ RAZEE, to make lower by removing upper deck, as ship [v] 

RAZORING AGINORRZ RAZOR, to shave or cut with sharp-edged instrument [v] 

REALIZED ADEEILRZ REALIZE, to understand completely [v] 

REALIZER AEEILRRZ one that realizes (to understand completely) [n -S] 

REALIZES AEEILRSZ REALIZE, to understand completely [v] 

REFREEZE EEEEFRRZ to freeze again [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ZING, -S] 

REFROZEN EEFNORRZ REFREEZE, to freeze again [v] 

REGLAZED ADEEGLRZ REGLAZE, to glaze again [v] 

REGLAZES AEEGLRSZ REGLAZE, to glaze again [v] 

RENDZINA ADEINNRZ type of soil [n -S] 

RESEIZED DEEEIRSZ RESEIZE, to seize again [v] 

RESEIZES EEEIRSSZ RESEIZE, to seize again [v] 

RESIZING EGIINRSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

REZEROED DEEEORRZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZEROES EEEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZONING EGINNORZ act of rezoning [n -S] / REZONE, to zone again [v] 

RHIZOBIA ABHIIORZ rod-shaped bacteria [n RHIZOBIA] 

RHIZOIDS DHIIORSZ RHIZOID, rootlike structure [n] 

RHIZOMES EHIMORSZ RHIZOME, rootlike, underground stem [n] 

RHIZOMIC CHIIMORZ RHIZOME, rootlike, underground stem [adj] 

RHIZOPOD DHIOOPRZ any of class of protozoans [n -S] 

RHIZOPUS HIOPRSUZ any of genus of mold fungi [n -PI, -ES] 

RIBOZYME BEIMORYZ molecule of RNA that functions as enzyme [n -S] 

RITZIEST EIIRSTTZ RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

ROBOTIZE BEIOORTZ to make automatic [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ROMANIZE AEIMNORZ to write in Roman alphabet [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RURALIZE AEILRRUZ to make rural [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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SALINIZE AEIILNSZ to treat with salt [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SAMIZDAT AADIMSTZ system in Soviet Union for printing and distributing unauthorized literature [n -S] 

SANITIZE AEIINSTZ to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SATIRIZE AEIIRSTZ to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SCHERZOS CEHORSSZ SCHERZO, lively musical movement [n] 

SCHIZIER CEHIIRSZ SCHIZY, affected with schizophrenia [adj] 

SCHIZOID CDHIIOSZ person affected with type of psychotic disorder [n -S] 

SCHIZONT CHINOSTZ organism that reproduces by form of asexual reproduction [n -S] 

SCHMALTZ ACHLMSTZ excessive sentimentality [n -ES] 

SCHMALZY ACHLMSYZ characterized by schmaltz [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SCHMELZE CEEHLMSZ type of decorative glass [n -S] 

SCHMOOZE CEHMOOSZ to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SCHMOOZY CHMOOSYZ given to schmoozing [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SCHNOZES CEHNOSSZ SCHNOZ, nose [n] 

SCUZZBAG ABCGSUZZ dirty or contemptible person [n -S] 

SCUZZIER CEIRSUZZ SCUZZY, dirty or shabby [adj] 

SEIZABLE ABEEILSZ SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly [adj] 

SEIZINGS EGIINSSZ SEIZING, act of one that seizes [n] 

SEIZURES EEIRSSUZ SEIZURE, act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [n] 

SELTZERS EELRSSTZ SELTZER, carbonated mineral water [n] 

SFORZATO AFOORSTZ playing of tone or chord with sudden force [n -S] 

SHIATZUS AHISSTUZ SHIATZU, shiatsu (massage using finger pressure) [n] 

SHIRAZES AEHIRSSZ SHIRAZ, type of wine [n] 

SHMALTZY AHLMSTYZ schmalzy (characterized by schmaltz) [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SHMOOZED DEHMOOSZ SHMOOZE, to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v] 

SHMOOZER EHMOORSZ one that shmoozes (to schmooze (to gossip)) [n -S] 

SHMOOZES EHMOOSSZ SHMOOZE, to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v] 

SHVITZED DEHISTVZ SHVITZ, to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin)) [v] 

SHVITZES EHISSTVZ SHVITZ, to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin)) [v] 

SIEROZEM EEIMORSZ type of soil [n -S] 

SIMAZINE AEIIMNSZ herbicide [n -S] 

SIMONIZE EIIMNOSZ to polish with wax [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SINICIZE CEIIINSZ to modify by Chinese influence [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SITZMARK AIKMRSTZ mark left in snow by skier who has fallen backward [n -S] 

SIZEABLE ABEEILSZ sizable (of considerable size) [adj]  

SIZEABLY ABEILSYZ SIZEABLE, sizable (of considerable size) [adv] 

SIZINESS EIINSSSZ quality or state of being sizy [n -ES] 

SIZZLERS EILRSSZZ SIZZLER, very hot day [n] 

SIZZLING GIILNSZZ SIZZLE, to burn or fry with hissing sound [v] 

SLEAZIER AEEILRSZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adj] 

SLEAZILY AEILLSYZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adv] 

SLEAZING AEGILNSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZOID ADEILOSZ person of low morals or character [n -S] 

SNAZZIER AEINRSZZ SNAZZY, very stylish [adj] 

SNAZZILY AILNSYZZ SNAZZY, very stylish [adv] 

SNEEZERS EEENRSSZ SNEEZER, one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n] 

SNEEZIER EEEINRSZ SNEEZY, tending to sneeze [adj] 
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SNEEZING EEGINNSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNOOZERS ENOORSSZ SNOOZER, one that snoozes (to sleep lightly) [n] 

SNOOZIER EINOORSZ SNOOZY, drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep)) [adj] 

SNOOZING GINNOOSZ SNOOZE, to sleep lightly [v] 

SNOOZLED DELNOOSZ SNOOZLE, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v] 

SNOOZLES ELNOOSSZ SNOOZLE, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v] 

SOBERIZE BEEIORSZ to sober (to make sober) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SODOMIZE DEIMOOSZ to engage in sodomy with [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOLARIZE AEILORSZ to expose to sunlight [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOLECIZE CEEILOSZ to use solecisms [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOLONETZ ELNOOSTZ type of soil [n -ES] 

SOVKHOZY HKOOSVYZ SOVKHOZ, state-owned farm in former Soviet Union [n] 

SPAETZLE AEELPSTZ tiny dumpling [n -S] 

SPATZLES AELPSSTZ SPATZLE, spaetzle (tiny dumpling) [n] 

SPELTZES EELPSSTZ SPELTZ, spelt (variety of wheat) [n] 

SPOROZOA AOOOPRSZ parasitic one-celled animals [n SPOROZOA] 

SPRITZED DEIPRSTZ SPRITZ, to spray (to disperse in fine particles) [v] 

SPRITZER EIPRRSTZ beverage of white wine and soda water [n -S] 

SPRITZES EIPRSSTZ SPRITZ, to spray (to disperse in fine particles) [v] 

SQUEEZED DEEEQSUZ SQUEEZE, to press hard upon [v] 

SQUEEZER EEEQRSUZ one that squeezes (to press hard upon) [n -S] 

SQUEEZES EEEQSSUZ SQUEEZE, to press hard upon [v] 

STANZAED AADENSTZ STANZA, division of poem [adj] 

STANZAIC AACINSTZ STANZA, division of poem [adj] 

STARGAZE AAEGRSTZ to gaze at stars [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STYLIZED DEILSTYZ STYLIZE, to make conventional [v] 

STYLIZER EILRSTYZ one that stylizes (to make conventional) [n -S] 

STYLIZES EILSSTYZ STYLIZE, to make conventional [v] 

SUBERIZE BEEIRSUZ to convert into cork tissue [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SUBZONES BENOSSUZ SUBZONE, subdivision of zone [n] 

SURPRIZE EIPRRSUZ to surprise (to come upon unexpectedly) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SUZERAIN AEINRSUZ feudal lord [n -S] 

SWIZZLED DEILSWZZ SWIZZLE, to drink excessively [v] 

SWIZZLER EILRSWZZ one that swizzles (to drink excessively) [n -S] 

SWIZZLES EILSSWZZ SWIZZLE, to drink excessively [v] 

SYZYGIAL AGILSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [adj] 

SYZYGIES EGISSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [n] 

TEAZELED ADEEELTZ TEAZEL, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TEAZLING AEGILNTZ TEAZLE, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TERRAZZO AEORRTZZ mosaic flooring [n -S] 

TERZETTI EEIRTTTZ TERZETTO, vocal or instrumental trio [n] 

TERZETTO EEORTTTZ vocal or instrumental trio [n -TTI, -S] 

TETANIZE AEEINTTZ to affect with convulsions [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

THEORIZE EEHIORTZ to form theories [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

THIAZIDE ADEHIITZ drug used to treat high blood pressure [n -S] 

THIAZINE AEHIINTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

THIAZINS AHIINSTZ THIAZIN, thiazine (chemical compound) [n] 
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THIAZOLE AEHILOTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

THIAZOLS AHILOSTZ THIAZOL, thiazole (chemical compound) [n] 

TOPAZINE AEINOPTZ TOPAZ, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

TOTALIZE AEILOTTZ to make complete [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

TOUZLING GILNOTUZ TOUZLE, to tousle (to dishevel (to make messy)) [v] 

TRAPEZES AEEPRSTZ TRAPEZE, gymnastic apparatus [n] 

TRAPEZIA AAEIPRTZ four-sided polygons having no parallel sides [n TRAPEZIA] 

TRAPEZII AEIIPRTZ triangular muscles of back [n TRAPEZII] 

TRIAZINE AEIINRTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRIAZINS AIINRSTZ TRIAZIN, triazine (chemical compound) [n] 

TRIAZOLE AEILORTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRISTEZA AEIRSTTZ disease of citrus trees [n -S] 

TSARITZA AAIRSTTZ czaritza (czarina (wife of czar)) [n -S] 

TWEEZERS EEERSTWZ TWEEZER, pincerlike tool [n] 

TWEEZING EEGINTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWIZZLES EILSTWZZ TWIZZLE, maneuver in figure skating [n] 

TZARDOMS ADMORSTZ TZARDOM, czardom (domain of czar) [n] 

TZAREVNA AAENRTVZ czarevna (daughter of czar) [n -S] 

TZARINAS AAINRSTZ TZARINA, czarina (wife of czar) [n] 

TZARISMS AIMRSSTZ TZARISM, czarism (autocratic government) [n] 

TZARISTS AIRSSTTZ TZARIST, czarist (supporter of czarism) [n] 

TZARITZA AAIRTTZZ czaritza (czarina (wife of czar)) [n -S] 

TZATZIKI AIIKTTZZ dish of yogurt with cucumber, garlic, and sometimes mint [n -S] 

TZEDAKAH AADEHKTZ charitable giving as moral obligation among Jews [n -S] 

TZIGANES AEGINSTZ TZIGANE, gypsy [n] 

TZITZITH HIITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZITH] 

TZURISES EIRSSTUZ TZURIS, tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n] 

UNAMAZED AADEMNUZ not amazed (to overwhelm with surprise or wonder) [adj] 

UNFREEZE EEEFNRUZ to cause to thaw [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ZING, -S] 

UNFROZEN EFNNORUZ UNFREEZE, to cause to thaw [v] 

UNGAZING AGGINNUZ not gazing (to look intently) [adj] 

UNGLAZED ADEGLNUZ not glazed (to fit windows with glass panes) [adj] 

UNGLITZY GILNTUYZ not glitzy (showy (making great or brilliant display)) [adj]  

UNIONIZE EIINNOUZ to form into union [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

UNITIZED DEIINTUZ UNITIZE, to divide into units [v] 

UNITIZER EIINRTUZ one that unitizes (to divide into units) [n -S] 

UNITIZES EIINSTUZ UNITIZE, to divide into units [v] 

UNMUZZLE ELMNUUZZ to remove muzzle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNPRIZED DEINPRUZ not prized (to value highly) [adj] 

UNPUZZLE ELNPUUZZ to work out obscured meaning of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSEIZED DEEINSUZ not seized (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [adj] 

UNZIPPED DEINPPUZ UNZIP, to open zipper of [v] 

UPGAZING AGGINPUZ UPGAZE, to gaze up [v] 

UPSIZING GIINPSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

URBANIZE ABEINRUZ to cause to take on urban characteristics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

UTILIZED DEIILTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of [v] 

UTILIZER EIILRTUZ one that utilizes (to make use of) [n -S] 
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UTILIZES EIILSTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of [v] 

VALORIZE AEILORVZ to establish and maintain price of by governmental action [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VAPORIZE AEIOPRVZ to convert into vapor [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VELARIZE AEEILRVZ to pronounce with back of tongue touching soft palate [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VIRILIZE EIIILRVZ to induce male characteristics in (female) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VITALIZE AEIILTVZ to give life to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VIZARDED ADDEIRVZ VIZARD, mask [adj] 

VIZCACHA AACCHIVZ viscacha (burrowing rodent) [n -S] 

VIZIRATE AEIIRTVZ office of vizir (vizier (high official in some Muslim countries)) [n -S] 

VIZIRIAL AIIILRVZ VIZIR, vizier (high official in some Muslim countries) [adj] 

VIZORING GIINORVZ VIZOR, to visor (to provide with visor (projecting brim)) [v] 

VOCALIZE ACEILOVZ to produce with voice [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VOLUMIZE EILMOUVZ to give body to (hair) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VOWELIZE EEILOVWZ to provide with symbols used to indicate vowels [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

WALTZERS AELRSTWZ WALTZER, one that waltzes (to perform ballroom dance) [n] 

WALTZING AGILNTWZ WALTZ, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

WEAZANDS AADENSWZ WEAZAND, weasand (throat) [n] 

WEBZINES BEEINSWZ WEBZINE, magazine published on Internet [n] 

WHEEZERS EEEHRSWZ WHEEZER, one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n] 

WHEEZIER EEEHIRWZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adj] 

WHEEZILY EEHILWYZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adv] 

WHEEZING EEGHINWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHIZBANG ABGHINWZ type of explosive shell [n -S] 

WHIZZERS EHIRSWZZ WHIZZER, one that whizzes (to move with buzzing or hissing sound) [n] 

WHIZZIER EHIIRWZZ WHIZZY, marvelous in construction or operation [adj] 

WHIZZING GHIINWZZ WHIZ, to move with buzzing or hissing sound [v] / WHIZZ [v] 

WIZARDER ADEIRRWZ WIZARD, wonderful, excellent [adj] 

WIZARDLY ADILRWYZ WIZARD, sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [adj] 

WIZARDRY ADIRRWYZ sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -RIES] 

WIZENING EGIINNWZ WIZEN, to shrivel (to contract into wrinkles) [v] 

WOMANIZE AEIMNOWZ to make effeminate [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

WOOZIEST EIOOSTWZ WOOZY, dazed [adj] 

WURTZITE EIRTTUWZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

YAHRZEIT AEHIRTYZ anniversary of death of family member observed by Jews [n -S] 

YOKOZUNA AKNOOUYZ champion sumo wrestler [n -S] 

 

Ending with -Z 8s 

EXAHERTZ AEEHRTXZ one quintillion hertz [n EXAHERTZ, -ES] 

SCHMALTZ ACHLMSTZ excessive sentimentality [n -ES] 

SOLONETZ ELNOOSTZ type of soil [n -ES] 
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